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Asparagus: a shooting star that’s lighting
up the vegetable industry

Mike Chromczak is proud to be one of the 85 Ontario ‘asparaguys’ shipping the spring vegetable to local retailers. With his third harvest of 40 asparagus acres underway at
Brownsville, he’s one example of why this crop is expanding rapidly. After a cold spring, volumes will be at their peak during Ontario’s Local Food Week, slated for June 6 to
12. Photos by Glenn Lowson.
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From farmers to retailers,
everyone is riding the
‘asparabus.’ Foodland Ontario
estimates that 25 per cent of all
Ontario retailers had special
displays for asparagus last year.
Along with rhubarb and greenhouse-grown vegetables, these
tender spears are revered as the
first taste of spring.
“Asparagus is a good news
story,” says Ken Wall, chair of
the Asparagus Farmers of
Ontario (AFO). “Demand is up
and consumption is on the rise.

According to recent medical
research on colon health, there’s
a real upside to eating asparagus
because of its fibre levels.”
Ontario farmers have
responded by not only increasing acreage -- from 2,500 to
3,400 acres in the last five years
-- but improving marketable
yields. Growers of the Guelph
Millennium variety are
achieving as much as 7,000 to
9,000 pounds per acre. That’s
almost double the harvest of a
decade ago, prior to cultivar and
management improvements.
The industry has shown so

much promise that Mike
Chromczak has returned to the
family farm near Brownsville,
Ontario after completing a
university degree and sevenyear, non-farming career.
Establishing his asparagus
stands in 2011 on what was
formerly tobacco ground, he is
now going into this third
harvest with 40 acres. That
early success is inspiring him to
plant another 15 acres of
asparagus plugs this season.
“Every year we see improvements,” says Chromczak, who
also represents asparagus

farmers on the board of the
Ontario Fruit and Vegetable
Growers’ Association. “I
recognize there’s been a lot of
expansion in the industry, so
I’m preparing myself for
marketing challenges on the
horizon by focusing on quality
and efficiency.”
What’s striking about the
asparagus industry is how the 85
Ontario growers have collaborated in recent years. One example
is how they pool their resources
to buy packaging material in
bulk from South America.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Asparagus: a shooting star that’s lighting up the vegetable industry
Increases in Ontario asparagus acreage follow the local food trend
YEAR

ACREAGE

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2,500 acres
2,680 acres
2,540 acres
2,800 acres
3,400 acres

This 2015 planting of asparagus in Ontario’s Norfolk
County exemplifies the strong expansion in the
commodity.
SOURCE: ASPARAGUS FARMERS OF ONTARIO

Millennium asparagus plugs

“

Asparagus is a good news story. Demand is up and consumption is on the rise.

“
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Five-man asparagus harvester

Meticulous packaging by Dwight Maddix

An asparagus display in Mississauga, Ontario Metro store
Photo courtesy of Foodland Ontario

Buying as a group has kept
prices competitive. This plastic
corrugated product is stronger
than traditional cardboard
corrugate and has the capacity
to stand up under high moisture
conditions. It’s also fully
recyclable by the retail stores.
Together, the growers fund
the breeding program at the
University of Guelph, a
daunting process with a
perennial that can have a
lifespan of 15 to 20 years.
Perennial patience is what’s
required to see if new cultivars
have the longevity of their
ancestors. Thanks to this
long-term vision, Guelph
Millennium has become the
new standard, a better-yielding
cultivar with more resistance to
soil-borne disease.
Not resting on his breeding
laurels, the University of
Guelph’s Dave Wolyn has
developed a new variety aptly
named Guelph Eclipse. This
variety has demonstrated higher
yields than Millennium,
especially in the early years of
harvest and also has significantly better quality in terms of
percentage of number one
spears. This new variety also
demonstrates some foliar
disease resistance. In 2016,
there is limited seed of Eclipse
in Ontario, but more is
expected next year.
Another variety, Guelph
Evolution, has been released
specifically for the market in
the United Kingdom where it
emerges earlier than Guelph
Millennium and is competitive
with other cultivars there. It’s
an interesting example of how

Ontario breeding has produced
a cultivar that doesn’t rate
highly in the local environment
but does well in other warmer
jurisdictions.
Two or three more varieties
have yet to be named, since
they are still in grower trials.
However, the AFO’s memberowned seed company, Fox
Seeds, is expected to bring in
significant revenues that will
drive more leading-edge
research. These new Guelph
varieties are stimulating growth
of the Ontario industry with
their yields of 7,000-plus
pounds per acre.
“It takes a lot of work and a
huge investment to grow
asparagus,” says Wall. “It
requires careful harvest
management, nutrient
management, great weed,
disease and pest control. Fern
health has to be carefully
managed into the fall, so that
carbohydrates develop in the
roots to ensure a good crop the
following spring.”
To keep asparagus
profitable, Ontario’s industry is
looking to improve the
efficiency of manual harvesting.
The current three or fiveperson harvesters are labour
intensive. While single-person
harvesters have been proven to
be 1.8 to two times more efficient, the European prototypes
are relatively complex. While
they worked extremely well in
2015 trials, there’s always the
worry of timely replacement of
parts.
That’s why Ontario’s
asparagus growers are
developing a harvesting
machine with local engineers.
Adapted to Ontario’s row
widths and conditions, the new
concept is being tested on

~KEN WALL
several farms in Canada and the
U.S. this season. Wall says the
trial must show not only
efficiencies and robust
performance, but also regard for
worker safety.
One of the challenges is that
battery-operated harvesters
need to be recharged. There are
two large rechargeable batteries
on each unit. Either these
heavy batteries need to be
removed and taken to a source
of power or the harvesters need
to be in close proximity to a
power source. But that’s not
realistic for Ontario’s farflung
fields with no hydro.
“As growers, we live on the
land,” says Wall. “We’re
cognizant of the environment
but we need to be costeffective at the same time.
Gas-powered harvesters
represent practical efficiencies.”
Those gas-powered
harvesters are just one of the
lures for urban media who may
have never seen asparagus beds.
As Bernie Solymár, AFO
executive director, explains, the
second annual ‘asparabus’ tour
is organized this year to get
Greater Toronto Area journalists and foodies to visit Barrie
Hill Farms north of the city. All
of the communications assets
are in place with a new
brochure as well as a video
series prepared by chef Jeff
Collins.
Now it’s crunch time for the
entire industry, packing
asparagus into a few weeks of
harvest that tapers by the end
of June.

Go go www.thegrower.org to see
a video of Michael Chromczak.

